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Reverse chucking by John O'Neill

At a recent meeting I was asked about reverse chucking of
bowls/platters. I have tried out several methods and by trial and
many errors have stumbled on a method which is successful for me.
There are many off the shelf solutions based on a jam chuck or
longworth chuck, most of which are on the expensive side!
The starting point for this article is an almost finished bowl with tenor
to be removed. When creating the tenor it's important to make a
centre point marker with the gouge, this to be used later when
reverse chucking.
A faceplate is made out of 2 sheets of plywood, stuck together and
turned to round, one sheet was too flexible and tended to wobble.
A waste block is stuck to the back and tenor created, 2 screws are
used to reinforce the junction between the block and the faceplate.

The faceplate is securely held in the chuck and a few circles created
for easier centring of pieces. The main centring point will be the
centre hole created earlier.
Next prepare the unfinished bowl by wrapping the rim in strong tape,
at least 40mm wide with 1/2 the tape width on the outside of the

bowl ( bottom right). Wrap the tape the
opposite way to piece rotation so that it
doesn't unravel, a small overlap aids
later removal.Using the tail stock to
centre the bowl, press it tightly up
against the faceplate, the rings can be
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August competition photos

1st advanced
Colum Murphy

2nd advanced
David Sweeney

4th Advanced
Tony Hartney

5th Advanced
Willie Edwards

1st Experienced
Vincent Whelan

1st Beginners
John O'Neill

2nd Beginners
Charlie Byrne

3rd advanced
Cecil Barron

3rd Beginners
Ray Ivers

6th Advanced
Brendan Phelan

7th Advanced
Paddy Finn
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1st Artistic
Brendan Phelan

2nd Artistic
Colum Murphy

4th Beginners
Michael Stephens

3rd Artistic
Cecil Barron

5th Artistic
Michael Stephens

Lacquers and Varnishes
Lacquers are around for over 3000 years and were invented in China. The word lacquer is
derived from ‘lac’, the name of resin (shellac) secreted by an insect that feeds on the ‘lac’ tree.
Solutions of shellac are known as French Polsh. Shellac is also used in print ink and as a
coating for sweets, pills and fruit.
Varnish comes from a fossil resin derived from an extinct pine tree variety, the word varnish is
derived from ‘vernix’, the latin word for the resin, the english word for it is ‘amber’.
One can buy cans of lacquer or varnish in most hardware shops, these are different stuff to the
original old time coatings.
Most modern lacquers & varnishes were designed for the car industry and are based on a
polymer with added plastic constituents. A solvent is added to improve flow, this evaporates and
leaves the lacquer behind, polishing is normally required to bring up a shine.

5th Beginners
Claire Godkin

4th Artistic
Tony Hartney
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The following are the sections in sequence,
top to toe:
Head/neck/bodice(torso)/Waist/Hips/Legs
toankles ending in a plinth of some kind to
afford free standing stability. Firstly, the
overall length is determined with a pencil
mark at either end. The diameter is reduced
at these two points. The head section is at

the tailstock end requiring maximum access to the tool. Next
action is to mark out the various sections as above. Now we
see how important it is to come to the lathe with total clarity as
to the diameters of each section. Basically the head is a
modified sphere with a flat area on top to accommodate a hat.
The bottom is reduced to become the neck.

or smooth transitioning between the sections, with the
exception of the neck, Irene swops the parting tool for the
skew. This occasions her to mention the name of Peter
Mulvaney to whom many of us are indebted for reducing the
mystery of the skew to a couple of simple mathematical
constants: ‘do not let the cutting edge rise above the lower
quadrant; raise the toolrest above the axis level, (about ‘ten to
two’); always present the edge of the tool at an angle of 45
degrees toward the direction of the cut.’ Curvature of the
head involves rolling the skew. It helps to mark the point of

First Lady
At the beginning Irene shows us a selection of ‘lady’pieces which
she had brought. She now puts up a blank of mahogany about
35mm x 50mm square, between centres. At this point she uttered a
strangely cryptic statement which had me quite baffled. ‘ We’ll keep
it as clean as we possibly can’. Later, I became convinced that it
had to with a little twinkle in the eye both of Tony Lally and our
demonstrator! Vintage Banter on the way!!

While not overly complicated, the challenge is to create a
convincing, stylish ‘lady’. A fairly high RPM is used for the rounding
process. A basic piece of technique is offered: ‘when traversing,
use your whole body not just the arms.’ Also, a quick and accurate
way of determining complete roundedness, is to lay the roughing
out gouge lightly across the top of the piece for a second or two.
‘For your early attempts, choose a wood that is easy to work with.’

Saturdays Demo by Irene Christie
Project: Hatted ‘Ladies’
Pics by Rich Varney
Notes by Pacelli O'Rourke
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maximum diameter as a guide . Emphasis is laid on the
need for small tools for confined spaces, eg. Turning the
deep cove for the neck. The shoulders and hips are the
two largest diameters of the piece. While nothing is
mandatory regarding shapes and sizes, the goal remains
a convincing suggestion of femininity.

The top of the shoulders, coming down to the waist is
essentially a shallow ogee profile, not unlike an inverted
pear. The waist itself can be flattened to create the
impression of a dressbelt. The hips ought to be
full,(wherefore words like ‘curvaceous’) flowing down to
the ankles and plinth As Irene is passing through the
various sections, she makes very good use of the
roughing out gouge on the flat, swinging the gouge in a
semicircular arc.
As mahogany is a tropical wood, very little sanding is
required. Irene uses some wax polish which is soon
buffed up to a pleasing lustre. Measurements of all sorts
are very much the choice of the turner in projects like
this. For example, hipstofeet can be subtly widened
toward the lower end to become a plinth upon which our
voluptuous ‘lady’ can be draped. The piece is now
removed from the lathe and the bottom cleaned up (no
sniggering, please).

Second Lady
At this stage a substantial piece of branchcherry is mounted
between centres. Dove tailed spigots are turned at either
end. Once rounding is completed the piece is removed and
the 4 jaw O’Donnell chuck is fitted on. The piece is
remounted with tailstock support. As with the previous item,
pencil lines mark the various sections from head to toe.
Similarly, reductions are made to the required diameters,
leading on to creating a flowing line. With this second ‘lady’
the flow dramatically stops giving the profile of a knee
length wide skirt. The ‘legs’ section finally reaches down to
become a circular plinth. Which ‘lady’is the better? I
suppose the answer is a matter of personal aesthetic sense.
This might be an opportune time to urge the notion of
keeping a pad and pencil in your ‘studio’. As Irene says;’It’s
all about form.’ And ‘form’ is created as a result of time well
spent making good quality design choices.

The Hat
The hat need not require other than scrap –wood, but
attractive scraps. Irene refers to such species as Cedar of
Lebanon, Ash, Laburnum etc. A piece of cedarwood is
mounted in the chuck. The hat will be widebrimmed and
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worn at a jaunty angle. The crown centre is convex appearing to
sit comfortably. Sanding and finishing are performed much as
already described. Parting off ideally requires a slight ‘dish’ to the
underside so as the hat will indeed sit comfortably.

And there you have it. For the purpose of these notes I had to
forego the pleasure of quoting from the relentless banter between
the afore mentioned T.L. and I.C. Suffice it to say, The good times
were back!
The last word we will give to our plucky demonstrator:
‘Just take your time and enjoy it!
Pacelli O’Rourke

continued from page 1.................
used to veryify that the piece is centred.
Next use hot glue to fix the tape to the faceplate, at least ten dabs
of glue should suffice, use more if you thinks its safer. Wait for the
glue to cool before turning on the lathe!.
With the tailstock supporting the piece, the bulk of the tenor can be
removed, 500 rpm and a small gouge probably best for this task.
Light touches with a spindle gouge generally works for me.

When tenon removal is near completed remove the tail stock and
test that the piece is firmly fixed to the faceplate.
Turn away the centre of the tenon and finish the base removal,
ensuring that a concave shape is obtained.
The base of the bowl can then be sanded, use sanding sealer to
pop the grain.

If its a competition piece, then sanding should be completed down
to 600 grit otherwise 320 or 400 should do the job.
To remove the tape, pull it back at the overlap and remove as much
as possible, you could use a knife to cut through the hot glue,
careful not to scratch the bowl, most times the piece puls away
without this step, see bottom photos,
Any residue glue can be removed from the rim using white spirit
and then oiled and finished as normal. Last step is to remove the
glue stubs from the faceplate, photo bottom right,
This is not a high tech solution, but it's cheap and quick to setup,
has proven to be reliable and allows the complete finishing of the
bottom of a bowl or platter.
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Competition Pieces for remainder 2022
September. Three legged stool October. Box with lid
November. Clock December Christmas item
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I still need articles for the newsletter.
Not looking for novels but if you have learned or figured out
something or skill that may be useful to others, share it with

us!
Go on Google and research a topic of interest to wood

turners, then write about it.
Woodturners are always interested in how the other guy turns

his pieces so if you have something that you think may be
unique or novel jot down a few notes, take a few pictures and

send them on.

Interesting items from the web............................

Culture night at the Tara building
https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/culturenightatthetarabuildingtickets
405174476767?aff=ebdssbdestsearch

Japanese turnes producing bowls, from log to table, watch yer woman removing inside of
bowl!
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1650780715135920

https://www.lucidwoodturners.com/ group of woodturners using technology to advance the
craft
Design and craft gallery Kilkenny
Conjuring Form PORTFOLIO Critical Selection 2021225 August 2022 – 16 October 2022
https://www.ndcg.ie/exhibitions/portfolio202122




